
1.
Let’s talk a bit until they get here.

You should believe in the success of reforms!

2.
Peter Berkes - Ferenc Sajdik:

Miki and Tibi on The Road to the Future

3.
The beginning of the road
factory
poster:  “Those don’t work, should not eat!

One-two-three!

4.
To live with the power

“I want to go back to the workshop!”

“The obstacles are there so we should overcome them!”

Covers of the books say:  The Plan; Marx:  The Capital, Decision, Steel Production, Lenin:  What To 
Do

5.
On the Front of Culture

Blackboard: Man Cries

Let’s care about the content as well!

6.
Let’s Go!!!!

800 percent

What do you say about this?

He still needs to improve.

7.
The Bases of the Present
On the flag:  The country is yours, you’re building it for yourself!
Where are we going?
To lay down the bases!

8.
In the finishing straight
the road signs say: Dangerous Road, onward, to the left, to the right
I was getting dizzy from all the zigzags!
Big sign says: Socialism, the straight road

9.
If the bases are good
House factory
Is such a thing possible?
Well, if the bases are good…



10.
Verbatim
Factory – entrance
Didn’t we say that from now on we would be working on a higher level?

11.
(Not so) surprising encounter
excuse me, sto eto dom (what is this building, in Russian)
Universitet (university, in Russian) By the way, hi, you don’t even recognize me?

12.
Another one…

How cone you here on a Soviet train carriage in Czechoslovakia?
I am transporting Polish coal to the GDR (German Democratic Republic =East Germany)

13.
And a Third One

Podnemaj!  Lift it!  Hebe!    Podemaj!

What language do they speak?

Seven langugaes.

14.
In a factory in Liepzig

Sign says: In this factory, Hungarian youth also works

He doesn’t even know, how “grilled pigeon” is said in German!

15.
The big race
Flags say: European economic union; Comecon (Council for Mutual Economic Assistance)
They had an advantage at the start!
Small biker says:  What about me?

Yes, but if we look at the coordination within the two teams, there’s no doubt about the chances!

16.
Defense Power
Are these going to defend us?
You can write to your Mom that she can sleep without a worry!

17.
In the Center
What does he think?
What does he want?
What doesn’t he want?
Isn’t he…?
What does he know?
What doesn’t he know?

18.
A Place for the Youth
Big sign: LIFE
Small sign:
Street of big possibilities



Give room for the youth!
This way, this way!
Of course, we don’t have an orchestra!

19.
Wow!

Signs on the buildings say:
Ministry - College, factory, Center, Office, University -- Street of big possibilities
Why are you banging on the door?  It’s open!

20.
It’s great to be soldier now!
GY0rgy Dozsa barracks
what was it like?
It was necessary.

21.
Then - and now
He already has a beard, and he’s still no one! (Sign on door:  boss)
He still has a beard, and he is already someone!

22.
exhibition of ideals

You should look around inside as well!

23.
Indeed?

Sign on truck:  flood relief

There’s no real room for action these days!

24.
Neutrality, Oh!

People carry signs:  Long live…!  We protrest…!

Sounds from the Radio:  This is Radio Free Europe…

I don’t care about politics!

25.
Balance

On the two ends of the pole:  rights - obligations

Sign on the building: Public Life

I told you to grab it in the middle!

26.
Requirements I.
Sign on door:  Communist Youth Association – admissions

Sign on books:  Theoretical questions Code of ethics

Shake hands with the lion!



And now lift that one!

27.
Requirements II.
Sign on door: Communist Youth Association

28.
The dilemma of the KISZ officer

Signs on doors:  Debate club; Beat club

Either - or?

Both!

29.
The same thing (almost) the other way round

Youth Center

Lecture:  Contradiction free contradictions, and making them concrete
Lecture:  Problems in wave study values marginal values

I can’t handle them in any other way!

30.
Point of view
Old couple:  Until we managed to reach this stage!

Young couple:  Until we manage to reach that stage!

31.
This relay went fine!

Watch the road, the bigger part is still ahead!
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